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ABSTRACT 

In Islamic viewpoint about teen character education said that education is implemented 
in accordance with its main source that is Al-Qur’an and Al-Hadits by instilling Ilahiyah 
values and Insaniyah values either hablum minallah, hablum miannas, hablum 
minannafsi and hablum minal ‘alam implemented with exemplary strategy, planting 
discipline, habituation, create a conducive atmosphere and also internalizing and 
integrity. 
Teen Character Education supported by pillars of morals, manners, exemplary and moral 
knowing, moral loving, moral doing, that is based on the principles of character education 
is the belief that pure, true worship, strong moral, strong physically, resourceful of culture, 
able to restrain the passion, good in managing times, regularly in managing their affairs, 
spirited by the entrepreneurship, helpful to the others and nature around and also 
continuously principles. Principle of value is not taught but developed and principal that 
character of education had to do in effective and interesting way, so that the goals of teen 
character education in the perspective of Islamic education that is changing teen to be 
better in knowledge, attitude and skill can be happened. 

A. Preface 

Character education of an education which is teaching about way to think habit 

and behavior that is helping an individual to live and cooperate as a family, society, and 

citizen and helping them to make a decision that can be accounted for (Khan, 2010 : 1). 

Meanwhile Aunillah (2011 : 18) states that character education is a system which is 

instilling character values to the students that has knowledge component, individual 

awareness, strong determination and also willingness and action to do those values, 

either to the Almighty God, themselves, other human being, environment, nor the nation 

in order to create a perfect human being. 

The age of teen is usually easy to do something which is hurting and tormenting 

themselves or the others. Ali (2011 : 67) declares that adolescence, especially those who 

still in Junior High School and Senior High School is transitional period between 

children to adulthood, at this period teens experiencing growth of physical maturity, 

mental, social, and one that is not less important is the emotional growth. Therefore, 

it’s necessary to be formed a character to manage teen especially from negative things. 

Built character is expected to encourage every teens to do something with the applicable 

norms. 

Parents role in character education is one of determine factors; parents should 

change their point of view to the educational institutions about the success of education 

is generally not solely determined by educational institutions, but parents and family 

and how the household be created as the first and primary school (Aunillah (2011 : 

155)). Parents should be wise, make the family as the first and primary in character 

education for their children, because for the children family is their first and primary 

place in growth and development. Muslich (2011 : 98) reckons that family is the first 

and effective place to do the function of health department, education and welfare. If a 

family failed to teach about honesty, passion, willingness of their children to be the best 

and basic abilities, then it will be difficult for the institutions to fix the failures. 

Islamic education as educational institutions which has characteristic as 

educational institutions that holistic, dynamical, innovative, responsive and flexible is 

expected be able to solve the problems that happened especially in teen life, like brawl, 

promiscuity, drugs abused (Aqib, 2011 : 214). Hence, the role and function of Islamic 
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education must be obtained as well as possible in order to be able to solve problems 

especially in teen life. Arif (2008 : 57) infers that generally, the job of Islamic education 

is guiding and aiming the growth and development of students step by step of their life 

until reach the point of optimal capability. Meanwhile the function of Islamic education 

is to provide facilities which used to make the educational role runs expeditious. The 

job and function can be seen from the approach of potential improvement, process of 

culture inheritance and interaction between potential and culture. 

B. Character Education for Teen 

1. Teen Character Building 

Teen in general is often violating general norms that includes the articles 

about crime, violence includes murder, persecution, theft, misappropriation, 

fraud, extortion, tramp and narcotics (Sudarsono, 2008 : 32). Those things need 

some basic actions in prevention effort of teen mischief both preventively and 

curatively. Character education is very important to do in formal education path 

and especially in the grade of Junior High School / MTs or Senior High School / 

SMK. It is compatible with the statement of Muhammad Nuh who says that 

character education is very important, because character education as the effort 

part to build nation character that is character which has the spirit of honorable 

values of the nation (Wibowo, 2012 : 51). 

 Teen who still in Junior High School (11-15 years old) usually has the phase 

process of puberty two until three years and continued until they reach the early 

adolescence, so in this period they need to be equipped about the development of 

mind, physical, mental, and behavioral problems relating to puberty and early 

adolescence, considering in this period they have big curiosity and also love to try 

new things, they have unstable emotion and lack of reasoning (Lukitaningsih, 

2011 : 23). The education which is related to character education needs to be 

given to this era i.e.: (a) Enhancement of spiritual intelligence that is deeper and 

the introduction to the right God also the definition of faith. (b) Enhancement of 

emotional intelligence, enhancement of conscience to bring up the compassion. 

(c) Enhancement of moral intelligence, provide the understanding of how to 

recognize and maintain moral ethics that is used in the community and manner 

to navigate life in the environment. (d) Enhancement of social intelligence should 

be known better so that people can put themselves in the life and society 

environment in general. (e) Improve the intelligence and study to be a useful 

human being for the religion and nation. (f) Develop the sense of justice and teach 

to be courage to admit and correct the mistake. (g) Develop the self confidence; 

bring up activity, tolerance and discretion. (h) Teach to not to be shackled by 

emotional fanaticism and teach about the justice. 

After passing the adolescence in Junior High School, the student already in 

the early step in teen life i.e. in Senior High School, where the teen needs to have 

more powerful and comprehensive provision of moral and mental, as a provision 

to continue the next struggle to the next step of the last stage of this phase. 

2. Methods of Teen Character Education 

To make the establishment of teen character that has been mentioned above 

happened, it takes the right method in implementing the character education, 

Doni Koesoema in Asmani (2011 : 67-69) explains the methods of character 

education i.e.: (a) Teach about character education in order to introduce 

theoretical knowledge about concepts of value. The understanding of this concept 
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has to be the part of understanding character education itself. (b) Exemplary 

becomes one of classic things for the success of a goal of character education. 

Aqib (2011 : 86) clarifies that exemplary in education is an approach or 

method that very influenced and proves as the most successful in preparing, 

establishing and also developing student’s potential. Hidayatullah (2010 : 41) also 

amplifies that without an exemplary, things that is taught to the students is just 

a common theory, they are like walking knowledge warehouse but never making 

it real in life. (c) Educational institution has priority and basic demand on the 

character that wants to apply it in their environment. Character education 

compiles many values that are considered important for the implementation and 

realization of the educational institution vision. (d) Other element that also 

important for character education is evidence of the values priority 

implementation of character education. Educational institution should b able to 

make verification about the extent of school’s vision that can be realized. (e) 

Character that wants to be established by educational institution through various 

wisdom programs that always need to be evaluated and reflected continuously 

and critically. Because life that not reflected is an unworthy life. 

3. Challenges in Teen Character Education 

In doing the methods of character education above, surely there are some 

challenges that become the main problem in character education in globalization 

era nowadays, those are; (a) Negative impact from television. As we know, the 

amount of educative television program is very limited. Most of the programs 

shows are recreational, which tend to shows pornography and porno-action. It is 

surely very dangerous to the children’s character especially teen. (b) Promiscuity. 

Nowadays, teen’s society is really worrying. They are gathering to actualization to 

find one heart in an expression. In social psychology knowledge, when someone 

gathers with the others, the expression that is showed does not always reflect a 

thing on their mind. They follow the habit of their community. (c) Negative impact 

of internet. Internet nowadays becomes the main necessity for professional 

communities include the students who also do not want to utilize the super 

sophisticated technology of it. However, it must be known that internet can bring 

the positive impact e.g. can access information from the whole world, but internet 

also has negative impact e.g. the freedom to access the pornography site. (d) 

Negative impact of karaoke room. Karaoke room designed to be a rest area for 

professional community. Ironically, so many karaoke places employed students 

who are still in elementary school, junior high school and senior high school as a 

guide, even to be a lust satisfier to playboys. (e) Negative impact of tourism place. 

Tourism place especially beach becomes the choice of people to spent the rest time 

for refreshing and recreation to solve the fatigue. However, usually in the tourism 

place there are so many foreign people wearing sexy clothes with stiff aura of 

sexiness. This phenomenon attacks the teen’s mentality, so that the sexual 

liberality virus descends on them. 

Those five points become threat for character education especially nation 

character in common, exceedingly for teen as the frame of youth who still has 

unstable moral and mentality. 

4. Designs of Teen Character Education 

As a follow-up, if we want to have effective and intact character education, we 

should include three basics of it programs because without all of those basics, 

character program in the school is only a thought. Doni Koesoema in Muslich 
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(2011 : 91) explains three basics character education. First, design of character 

education based on class. This design is based on teacher’s relation as teacher 

and students as students in the class. Second, design of character education 

based on school culture. This design tries to develop the school culture which be 

able to establish student’s character with the help from social institution in the 

school in order to make certain value established and minded in students 

themselves. Third, design of character education based on community. In teaching 

school community is not strive alone. 

Ministry of education and culture has planned grand design of character 

education learning which has to be reference i.e. grouping of character 

configuration; First, heart management. Boils from spiritual management or 

known as spiritual quotient (SQ) and in the religion is known as shidiq; Second, 

thought management. Boils from intellectual management, in the religion is 

known as fathanah, and meanwhile in the psychological viewpoint is known as 

intellectual quotient (IQ); Third, exercise. Boils from physical management, it is 

known as adversity quotient (AQ) in psychological viewpoint and known as 

amanah in religion viewpoint; Fourth is feeling management. Boils from emotional 

and creativity management, in religion is known as tabligh and in psychological 

viewpoint is known as emotional quotient (EQ) (Hamidm 2011 : 23). 

5. Approach of Teen Character Education 

Character education in school also needs some suitable approaches in order 

to achieve the goals or character education itself. Mustakin (2011 : 9) explains 

three approaches in school i.e.: (a) Formal approach by putting character 

education into the curriculum of education. The depth of curriculum content in 

every educational unit sets into the competence consisting of standard 

competence and basic competence. (b) School culture approach by management 

of character education which developed through management of school culture. 

The quality of school environment is usually appears in a form of how the school 

principal, teacher and education personnel work, learn and connect to each other 

as has become the school tradition. (c) Paradigmatic approach by change the 

paradigm in the education elements which is directly connected to the character 

establishment of students. There are three elements in national education which 

is directly related to character education i.e.: religious education, science 

education, civics education. 

C. Parents’ Role in Character Education 

Considering the importance of character education especially for teen, the role of 

every component in education is very important. One of them is parents’ role, because 

parents in family become an important main role in developing and establishing 

characters to their sons and daughters. Azzet (2011 : 53) infers that there are four 

parents’ role that can be done i.e.: (a) Parents should accompany their children in order 

to monitor their grow and develop with values that is believed to be true. (b) Parents 

should guide their children grow and develop as the expectation. (c) Parents should 

educate their children in order to make them grow and develop to be good character 

generation. (d) Parents should be good example for their children in order to make them 

grow and develop with good character. 

Those roles are very important in education field because without an exemplary, 

children who begin to step adolescence or adulthood will hard to believe to their parents 

if the parents cannot be good example. Aunillah (2011 : 156) reckons to instill character 

educational values, parents have the role i.e.: (a) change the viewpoint about 

educational institution, all this time parents assume that school is the only institution 
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which is be able to make human being becomes quality person, so from now it is better 

to change the perception by creating educative atmosphere in family, it means the 

establishment of family environment which is possible for the children to control their 

behavior so that they be able to behave just like educated and knowledgeable people. 

(b) make the household as first school. Parents should really attempt to make house 

feels like school to their children. Atmosphere of family formed in such way so that the 

condition can help children to get useful additional education for them. 

Muslich (2011 : 93) assumes that at least there are four values that can be put in 

family education. First, intimacy value is one of embodiments of manner. Second, value 

of piety and faith. Piety and faith is a main control of manner. Third, value of tolerance, 

it means that we have to care to each other. Fourth, healthy habit value, means that life 

habits which is healthy and leads to the better development. 

Parents and teacher should attempt to understand about the internalization 

strategy in children. Wibowo (2012 : 128) reckons about the strategy of children’s 

character education implementation, those are: (a) Create full of affections atmosphere, 

willing to accept the children just the way they are and appreciate potentials that they 

have. (b) Give the understanding about the importance of love in doing something and 

instill that doing something is not solely because of the principal of reciprocity. (c) Invite 

the children to feel about what other people’s feel. (d) Remind about the importance of 

affection between family and affection to the others. (e) Use the habitual method that is 

to invite children to do daily activities with compatible programmed in the family so that 

it will be attached to the children and becomes life habit for them. (f) Build children’s 

character and make children accustomed to do a good behavior, so they will be 

accustomed and feel guilty if they do not do it. (g) Decrease the subjects based on 

cognitive to the early childhood, because it makes aspect of children’s growth inhibited. 

(h) Add the character education that points the children on turning their affective 

capability.  

In the writer’s opinion, family in general, especially parents are the first and main 

place to do the character education for their children. Family failure in create children 

character will affect the society with no character. Ideal family has to realize that 

children character education especially for teen started from the home. Other reason 

that make the family role is important for character education is because in family 

children know about their life, their emotionally life or the needs of affection that can 

be fulfilled and developed well. Family can be a place to instill the basics of moral value 

and give the basic of social education for the children and also give big role in 

internalization process and transformation of religion values into the children. 

D. Character Education in Islamic Perspective 

1. Pillars of Teen Character Education 

According to Majid and Andayani (2011 :58) there are three main values in 

Islamic religion, those are: moral, manner and exemplary. Moral refers to duty 

and responsibility other apart from syari’ah and Islamic doctrine in general. 

Meanwhile, manner term refers to attitude that is related to good behavior, and 

exemplary refers to character quality of Nabi Muhammad SAW. Those three are 

the pillars of Islamic character education. 

Islamic character education has differences with Western character 

education. Those differences cover the eternal religion principals’ suppression; 

rule and law in tighten morality, difference in understanding about truth, denial 

about moral autonomy as the goal of moral education  

 2. Approach of Teen Character Education 
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Approach used in Islamic character education mostly does by doctrine and 

dogmatic, not democracy and logic. So this approach makes Islamic character 

education tend to teaching right and wrong. The important thing that can be 

concluded from analysis above is the power of Islamic education with interesting 

morality teaching to be a content of character education. However, in operational 

level, Islamic education is not be able to process content to be interesting material 

with effective method and technique yet. 

As an Islamic people who are doubtless about Al-Qur’an as life guidance, 

actually take advantage of this opportunity. Islamic education institutions like 

pesantren, madrasah are the example of common schools. Moreover, mostly the 

teachers are Islamic, so it should formulate the concept of character education 

based on Al-Qur’an. It is because, theologically, it is impossible a Muslim who 

ignores Al-Qur’an has character or akhlakul karimah as wanted in Islamic 

teachings itself. It is ironic, if education institution does not give a chance to 

student to understand Al-Qur’an as the reference to build their character. As a 

result, they become people who acknowledge Islamic as their religion, but their 

character do not suitable with Al-Qur’an. Their existence is only ruining Islamic 

reputation itself. Therefore, our diversity should be moved to solve this problem. 

3. Values of Teen Character Education 

In writer’s opinion, in doing character education for teen, the delivered 

material should be aimed especially to the teen. It is because the expectation is 

not only smart but also a change in behavior from the teen, so the improved thing 

is values in the subject that will be delivered. Basically, all of the Islamic education 

material and the other subjects contain and aim to establishment especially of 

teen character. 

At least the values in al-Qur’an can be grouped in four things. First, values 

that related to hablun minallah (relation between human being and God), like 

obedience, sincerity, gratitude, patience, trust, love, and so on. Second, value of 

hablun minannas i.e. values that should be developed by someone related to other 

human being, like help each other, empathy, affection, cooperation, pray, forgive 

and respect each other, etc. Third, values that related to hablun minanafsi 

(ourselves), like honesty, discipline, trustworthy, independent, istiqomah, 

exemplary, authority, optimistic, tawadhu’, and so on. Fourth, value of hablun 

minal ‘alam (related to the environment around) like, stability, sensitivity, 

preservation, cleanliness, beauty, etc. those values must be developed further 

refers to Al-Qur’an’s verses. In fact values in Al-Qur’an has broad, complex and 

applicative definition compared to values that appear from human being’s mind. 

For example, istiqomah value is broader than commitment and consistency. Also 

definition of ikhlash is deeper than sacrifice, and even akhlak is more complex 

than moral and behavior. 

Basic of character establishment is bad and good value. Good value 

symbolizes as angel value and the bad one as devil value. Human being’s character 

is the result of tug of war of good value in positive energy and bad value in negative 

energy. Positive energy is religious ethic values sourced from the belief of God, 

meanwhile negative energy is a amoral values sourced from taghut (devil). Morality 

ethic values serve as a way of purification, virtuosity and revived of true humanity 

values (conscience). Positive energies are: First, spiritual power. Spiritual power 

contains iman, silam, ihsan and taqwa. The function is leading and giving power 

for the human being to reach the venerability and dignity (ahsani taqwim). Second, 

positive human being potential power, qalbun munib (return, clean, pure from sin 
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heart) and nafsul mutmainnah (serene soul), which all of those are insani asset of 

human resources that has the great power, third, attitude and ethic behavior are 

implementation from spiritual power and personality of human power. 

3. Goals of Teen Character Education 

In writer’s opinion, about the goals of teen character education in Islamic 

education perspective is same as the goals of character in Islamic perspective. 

According to Majid and Andayani (2011 : 30) explain that in the Islamic history of 

Rosulullah SAW, as the last prophet in Islamic religion, also emphasizes that the 

main mission in educating human being is to attempt a better character building. 

In short, human being include teen becomes better in knowledge, behavior and 

skill. 

Other opinion clarifies about goals of teen character education in Islamic 

education perspective i.e.: (a) Establish strong attitude and personality based on 

the principle of divinity. (b) Coach science and work passion. Islam teaches it 

adherents to always think and work. (c) Establish a pious character/personality, 

who always upholds the values and practices of worship. (d) Establish caring 

attitude. Islam always teaches caring attitude to the others, animals and 

environment. (e) Establish visionary sight, think, work and act for the future’s 

importance.  

 

5. Learning methods of Teen Character Education 

About the special method in teen’s character education implementation in 

Islamic education perspective, in this part writer explains about the opinion of 

Majid and Andayani (2011 : 186) who define supported method of implementation 

of learning model. TADZKIRAH ISTIQAMAH, IQRA, FIKIR, and DZIKIR in Islamic 

perspective those methods are: (a) Instill honesty (b) Improve potential or talent. 

(c) How to overcome cheating. 

Other writer’s opinion, although it is not from Islamic education perspective in 

particular or Islamic perspective in general, but it does not contradict with Islamic 

teaching is opinion from Aunillah (2011 : 117) which explains about method in 

learning character education uses: (a) Lesson Study method. To apply this 

method, there some questions that has to be answered by teacher, so in the future 

the answer can affect teacher in student’s character including teen. Those 

questions are introspective question, openness question, and tolerant question. 

(b) Live In method. This method directly applied into the students themselves, they 

are expected with real situation which can stimulate the establishment of certain 

characters on themselves. 

6. Learning Method Teen Education Character 

Based on the explanation about character education about teen and Islamic 

education, it can be defined that Islamic education considers teen character 

education can be done by instilling divinity and humanity values, using moral 

knowing, moral loving, moral doing pillars and also using some learning method 

from Majid and Andayani (2011 : 116) who clarify some of learning methods in 

character education. In writer’s opinion below, is very accurate to be applied in 

teen character education, learning method models are as follows: 
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a. Tadzkirah Model 

Majid and Andayani interpret tadzkirah as a learning model derived from 

Islamic education theory. TADZKIRAH in details have definition: 

1.) T : Tunjukkan keteladanan [shows exemplary] 

2.) A : Arahkan [direct (some guidance)] 

3.) D : Dorongan (encouragement (give motivation)) 

4.) Z : Zakiyah [pure/chaste-instill sincere value] 

5.) K : Kontinuitas [continuity (a process of learning, behaving, acting habitual)] 

6.) I : Ingatkan [remind] 

7.) R : Repetisi [repetition] 

8.) A (O) : Organisasikan [organizing] 

9.) H : Hati [heart (touch the heart)] 

TADZKIRAH concept which is raised by Majid and Andayani can be 

regarded as learning method to escort students to always foster, maintain, and 

grow the faith sense which has been inspired by Allah in order to get a concrete 

existence that is good deeds framed by sincere worship so it can make spacious 

and pleasured on the provision of Allah SWT. 

b. Istiqamah Model 

1.) I : Imagination [teacher be able to teach with awakening far ahead 

imagination, whether it is the knowledge benefit or create technology 

from nothing into being in order to human being prosperity.] 

2.)  S : Student Centre [students as the centre of activity] 

3.) T : Teknologi [technology (teacher teaches using multi-sensory technology)] 

4.) I : Intervention [teacher designs intervention process structured to students 

or can criticized student’s learning experiment] 

5.)  Q : Question and Answer [asking and answering] 

6.) O : Organization [teacher participates in controlling education organization 

system that has been obtained by students] 

7.) M : Motivation [teacher should teaches and includes emotional aspect which 

can increase strong motivation] 

8.) A : Application [knowledge is a deed] 

9.) H : Heart [spiritual power placed in the straightness of conscience, spirit, 

mind, soul and emotion. 

c. Iqra-Fikir-Dzikir Model 

IQRA model is almost same as tadzkirah and istiqamah model, just 

different at the letter I which means Inquiry and the letter A which means Action 

(studying is a deed). So as FIKIR model, the similarity is at Imagination and the 

difference is at the letter F which means Fun (the creation of fun, not pressuring, 

and happy learning activity), the letter K which means Konsep (concept) (learning 
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to collect concept, formulation, model, pattern and technique), and the letter R 

which means Rapi (neat) (habituate to make good notes and can organized the 

material well). Meanwhile in DZIKIR model, it means applied dzikir, which is the 

significance of fikir as the meaning of pray, faith, commitment, vow and reality. 

In writer’s opinion the learning methods above are not normative and final 

approach. Those models still can be developed by teacher as innovative as 

possible in order to create a happy learning atmosphere among the students 

when they are in learning activity to achieve the learning goal. 

7. Principals of Teen Character Education 

Character education for teen has to do using existed principals. Majid and 

Andayani (2011 : 109) reckons about principals that need to be developed in 

character education, those are: (a) Continuously. It means that character 

development process is a long process start from a person entered until finished 

an education institution. (b) Through all of the subjects, value is not teaches but 

develops. (c) Education process is done by students actively and interestingly. 

Writer infers that with doing character education for teen based on Al-Qur’an 

and Al-Hadits with instilling divine and humanity values, supported by moral, 

courtesy and exemplary pillars also done by good learning method, with does not 

sacrifice character education principals, and using the right strategy, it can make 

the goal of character education that is changing human being especially teen in 

general to be better in knowledge, behavior and skill can be happened. This is an 

Islamic perspective in general and Islamic education perspective in particular 

about character education for teen in particular and for Indonesian nation in 

general. 

In writer’s opinion, Islamic education perspective essentially is same as 

Islamic perspective about general character education and particular character 

education for teen. That is because both of the implementation using two main 

resources; Al-Qur’an and As-Sunnah. Although there are other resources in 

Islamic education, it does not matter as long as the other resources do not 

contradict with Al-Qur’an and AS-Sunnah as the main resources. 

E. Conclusion  

Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes it as follows: 

Teen character education can be held well if in the implementation uses moral, 

courtesy and exemplary pillars. The approach does dogmatically and doctrinally, not 

solely democratically and logically, so character education in Islam tends to teaching 

right and wrong. The materials which are given direct to teen character’s establishment, 

especially, not only smart but also a change in teen’s attitude. 

The goal of teen character education in Islam is compatible with preaching mission 

of Rosulullah SAW as the last prophet, which is to educate human being to have a good 

character. The method is instilling honesty and developing potential in teen. Meanwhile 

the model that used is TADZKIRAH : Tunjukkan keteladanan (shows exemplary), 

arahkan (give guidance), dorongan (give motivation), zakiyah (instill sincere value), 

kontinuitas (a process of learning habitual), ingatkan (remind), repetisi (repetition), 

organisasikan (organizing), hati (touch the heart). 
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